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Update 332 : Feb 22, 2019 Fixed Bugs An error sound will occur if invalid input is detected during user entry Starting a new
game and closing the game immediately broke the game for some players. When display window isn't 1080p, the picture will
center on art focus point. Gillig is now more careful what he does with a burning torch. In chapter 8 an additional hint is given
when in the dark area as needed. When starting new game many opening audios were muted.. Version 252 : Bugs. The Lost
Legends of Redwall: Escape the Gloomer Update 411 : April 22, 2019 Fixed Bugs Allow get all from rubble to be same as get
all. New players will now create save games.. Version 214 : Bugs fixed. Update 314 : (++ These items have not had Voice-overs
updated to match yet) Fast travel from dark area back to lit cave was not resetting the light flag. Some extra on screen characters
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were displayed when Gillig retuned to the storage cave. On demand hint system added. A Hint may be requested at any time by
typing "help" or "hint". ++ A summary of what has gone on before can be seen by typing "summary". This is also given when
resuming the game. ++ Message given when you go to somewhere without entering it has been changed to indicate you may
enter. ++ Message changed when trying to breath underwater Shooting the target did not always give the correct message. This
has been fixed. ++ Gender of singing guard corrected in text. ++ Confusion over how to go upstairs after getting through the
gate has been fixed. An incorrect route is now blocked. Some very large narrative chunks have been broken up and spread out
throughout the adventure.
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